Connect and
Compute Anywhere
CONNECT & COMPUTE ANYWHERE
 Premises, cloud or Sentinel hosted high
capacity and performance VPN services
 Public cloud virtual desktop services
deployed in days to a few w eeks
 Consistent application experiences on
nearly any device, anyw here
 Stay secure w hile mobile w ith 24x7x365
Sentinel SOC monitoring options
COLLABORATE WITH EVERYONE
 Complementary to Compute Anywhere,
ask Sentinel about our Collaborate w ith
Everyone offerings and COVID-19
bundles
 Sentinel bundles include rapidly
deployed advanced collaboration w ith
extended trials on WebEx and Microsoft
Teams platforms
COMPUTE ANYWHERE SECURELY
 Add a Managed Detection and
Response (MDR) endpoint protection to
Compute Anywhere solutions to protect
your productivity on the road or at home
 Sentinel also offers cloud security
including content filtering, malw are and
botnet protection all available for your
Compute Anywhere experience
 Stay connected and productive
anyw here and know that Sentinel's SOC
is on-guard 24x7x365 w ith Sentinel
MDR services

WHO WE ARE
Sentinel Technologies has been delivering
high quality IT services, products, and
support solutions since 1982. We can help
your business obtain the tools for success
through our partnerships with global
technology solutions leaders including AWS,
Cisco, Cylance, Dell, Microsoft, ServiceNow,
Splunk, VMw are and more.

Connect and Compute Anywhere
During a crisis, it is important that all workers have the ability to immediately access
critical applications from anywhere. Your current capabilities may only require an
expansion of capacity for internet and VPN, or your situation might be more
complicated and require services such as emergency virtual desktops. If your
organization doesn't have a mobile workforce plan, company-issued laptops, and
regular mobility testing for all workers, you may encounter challenges when
working remotely. Sentinel wants to help ensure your employees can connect and
compute quickly and securely from anywhere during critical situations.

CONNECT ANYWHERE WITH CONFIDENCE
When your workforce is mobile or suddenly thrust into a situation where working remotely is
required, it is critical that secure connectivity is easily available. Sentinel features a range of
solutions, from cloud-based VPN services to rapidly deployable virtual instances of VPN services,
to create new secure connections or augment/expand existing ones. Sentinel partners with industry leading vendors to offer many options to help our customers connect and scale out fast. Whether you
are connecting to your own data centers, Sentinel CloudSelect, or public cloud services, Sentinel has
a solution for you and can deliver express secure connectivity.
Sentinel has also worked with our partners on programs such as Cisco’s AnyConnect for COVID -19
as well as Palo Alto’s GlobalProtect and Prisma Access with accelerated deployment and
onboarding services.

VIRTUAL DESKTOP SERVICES ON ANY DEVICE
T here are many ways users productively compute. T he most traditional is the corporate imaged
“PC”, but those aren’t always assigned to specific employees or have mobile capabilities. Special
purpose compute devices such as medical carts also require extra services and access unique
applications such as EMR and imaging systems. T he challenge is making those specific types of
devices, services, and applications available to medical professionals and others who may be
working in a remote capacity.
Sentinel has the proven ability to assist customers with mobile devices and imaging as well as
delivering on demand, public cloud-based virtual desktop services from our partners at Amazon and
Microsoft. T raditional VDI solutions require large hardware purchases, long design cycles, and on site installation, which can take months or years in addition to being quite costly. Sentinel’s cloud
compute now services connect you with an architect to engineer a solution for your network and
users. We have quick turnaround plans able to deliver compute on demand (VDI) services in a few
weeks or less. T hese proof of concept services for cloud virtual compute can support nearly every
device your users have, and includes trial periods of up to 90 days.

HOW SENTINEL CAN HELP
Sentinel stands ready to work with your team to define a fast path to compute for your organization
in alignment with network architecture, security standards, desktop images, and applications. Our
Enterprise Architecture & Innovation team can also create a custom -built workshop for your
organization to uncover any gaps, help you establish priorities, connect you with subject matter
experts, and provide your organization with practical solutions and services designed to satisfy any
immediate and ongoing compute demands.

Schedule your architecture design session today! | 1.800.769.4343 | sentinel.com
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